Magic square and stream cipher issue are very interest well-tried topic. In this paper, we are proposed a new scheme which stream cipher application for random access file that based on magic square method. By the way, there are two thresholds to secure ours data, if decrypts only by the stream cipher. It isn't to recovery original source. In other hand, we improve the model of cipher stream to strong the defense efficiently, it also own high speed calculate to most parts of key stream generator.
Introduction
Symmetric key cryptosystems are an important type of modern cryptosystem [1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 11, 13] . Symmetric key systems are cryptosystems where the same key is used for both encryption and decryption. This class of cryptosystem is important in modern cryptography because, in general, symmetric key cryptosystems are much faster than public key cryptosystems. Stream ciphers, on the other hand, process plaintext in small blocks (sometimes as small as a single bit). In contrast to block ciphers, stream ciphers keep some sort of memory, or state, as it processes the plaintext and uses this state as an input to the cipher algorithm [14] [15] . In this paper, we are proposed a new scheme stream cipher contain magic matrix [3, 6, 7, 9, 10], to strong a random access file that you already to protect it. Section 2 will describe what kind of cipher schema did we concept in practice.
Section 3 is discussing magic square that it will apply in random access file while encryption already implements early. Part 4, it is analysis the reliability with decrypt and encrypt; Conclusion and future research will be mention in final section.
Implementation Stream Cipher
The original file will be encrypting step by two stages. First step is key stream generator using by stream cipher [17] [18] [19] , it used quadratic residue for the kernel of generator, and second step is proposed for magic square [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . The key stream generator had some property which size of file is always same for plain text and cipher text. In other hand, current state had to generate next state. If you want to get the next state, the current state must be known.
In this section, we implement BBS Generator [16] 
Algorithm
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Definition
The quadratic residuosity problem (QRP) is following: given an odd composite inter n and n e J ∈ , decide whether or not e is a quadratic residue modulo n .
Key Generation Phase
Step 1: User i U randomly selects a private key A to computes
Step 2: User i U computes 2 e E (mod P) ≡ .
Step 3: Repeat the step 2 until the end of operating.
For Example: 1  23  18  73  21  83  2  21  23  18  16  97  3  16  21  23  5  56  4  5  16  21  0  0  5  0  5  16  54  16  6  54  0  5  25  5  7  25  54  0  56  37  8  56  25  54  85  40  9  85  56  25  30  38   100  0  49  92  81  8464 2.3 Encryption Phase Decode  1  21  89  98  89  2  16  18  46  18  3  5  111  92  111  4  0  80  0  80  5  54  14  12  14  6  25  27  28  27   10  97  23  88  23 Step 1: Selects an initial value such as A and Q .
Step 2: Generates a random number.
Step Figure 1 . The file used by stream cipher to encrypt it.
Implementation Magic Square
A magic square is a square array of numbers consisting of the distinct positive integers 1, 2, …, In this article, we first proposed new conception use by magic square to embed in a random access file with stream cipher. The random access file is kind of sequence data that is one dimension serial in storage. Thus, it is easy implant magic square from file fill the contents. Block cipher is enciphering the data into blocks. 
Implant Phase
Step 1: Select N dimension magic square.
Step 2: Choose a file, which it could be encrypt.
Step 3: Read the file into memory, and translate the sequence, according to the magic square location.
Step 4: Repeat the step 3 until the end of file. 
Restore Phase
Step 1: Rewrite the file while it had reallocated the position.
Step 2: Compare the original file and encrypted file.
As we know, the table 3 is 5 * 5 matrix. It is clearly to get the order of elements located on the position. Here, we through the matrix to reorder a file. Therefore, this file is encrypted. It is a kind of block cipher actually. Figure 3 is source file that it is not encrypt. Table 4 is a file implanted magic square procedure. All of procedure will include stream cipher and magic square. Of course, it can choose one or two way to protect files. However, the magic square and stream cipher are independence each other. User just selects his demand for the file often. 
Security Analysis
In this paper, we used dual mode to protect our data, one is stream cipher and others is magic square.
Magic Square
We proposed random access file used by stream cipher embedded magic square first. In our scheme, the magic square mean for normal type. If users want encrypt his data by normal magic square. We opinion the orders have to above five. An order four normal magic square has 880 types. However, it is over 275305224 types of order 5.
Therefore, they choose higher order that get more safety actually. Most kind of magic square is shown on Append 1.
Stream Cipher
If attack get the parameter e , then he is hard to computes parameter E . Attacker has to face Quadratic Residue problem. If p is a prime, then it is easy to decide whether 
Conclusion
Stream ciphers are generally faster then block ciphers in hardware, and have less complex hardware circuitry.
They are also more appropriate, and in some cases mandatory (e.g., in some telecommunications applications), when buffering is limited or when characters must be individually processed as they are received. 
